
“Situation compromised. Abort mission. New instructions received:       

Escape the site. Confirming resources... NO BACKUP.” 
She panicked internally, mind rushing to adapt. She evaluates the          

structural map on her HUD: Two possible extraction points. The red-haired           

girl takes the gun from her victim, kicking him out of spite while             

checking the magazine. The son-of-a-bitch has let out two shots before she            

subdued him, which alerted the facility’s security. 

“Forty-five seconds until enemy contact.” The calm voice of her AI           

helper sounded on her ear. “Escape route plotted.” an indicator pops up on             

her view, pointing towards a vent duct. 

Skillfully getting it open she jumps in and closes it behind her not             

two seconds before the first guard comes in the room. “This is so             

ridiculously cliché’d” she thinks to herself. No denying it was effective           

though, even with air recyclers underground facilities still needed fresh          

air. 

“Fuck, fuck, fuck.” she curses to herself, killing her Intel Division           

in her mind. How could they miss such an obvious detail. Target was             

ex-Oversight. Fucker recognized her as soon as she got in the room. 
Another look at her HUD told her she’d be going through the exhaust             

system and exiting through a small maintenance hatch behind the facility.           

She’d still be inside the perimeter though, evac was gonna be hard. She             

froze as she heard loud footsteps below her, hoping her thermal membrane            

would be enough to hide her from their scanners. 

“He’s dead.” She heard a male voice say. Tension leaving her body            

slightly as they didn’t seem to notice her immediately. 

“Good lord, how did they get past all of this?” Asked a second one              

sounding exasperated, a female this time. 

“That’s not your concern right now.” A new arrival cut in, sounding            

rather pissed, probably their superior. “We need to find them. Radio upper            

management, tell them to lock up the facility, set patrols on all exit             

points. Whoever did this cannot leave the complex, they shouldn’t be too            

far.” 

As soon as she heard them scatter she kept moving, she had a lot less               

time than planned. “Lily, I need satellite image of my location, now.” She             

whispered through her encrypted commlink, which beeped on her ear          

acknowledging the order. Ten seconds later the footage shows up on the            

corner of her vision. Guards were exiting the facility and scattering           

through in groups of three. “Great, one more problem to solve.” 
Finally climbing out of the small duct she finds herself on a large             

cylindrical structure, probably the main ventilation shaft. “Magnify.” she         

commands, looking up, and her HUD complies, amplifying her vision, and           

surely enough she spots a small square marking on the roof. “That’s my way              

out.” 

“Patching through encrypted communication. It’s from Ops.” she hears         

as Lily, her AI helper, comes alive again and another female voice comes             



through, sounding worried. “Karen what the fuck are you doing there?           

Council frequencies are going haywire!” 

“Blame Central Intel. Target was ex-Oversight, he knew who I was on            

the spot, made a ruckus.” She explained while in the process of testing             

her magnetic climbing gear on the wall. “Can you see my feed? Get me an               

evac point, Miriam. Now.” 
“On it, Just get the fuck out of that place. Ops out.” another beep,              

as the link closed and her comms went silent again. 

“What do you take me for, dear?” the smug assassin smirks to herself,             

getting off the floor and starting her climb, it should only be about 50              

meters up. However she’ barely closed her mouth as a screeching sound of             

metal pierced her ears. 

“Intercepting local broadcast” her commlink came alive again followed         

by an unfamiliar female robotic voice speaking calmly to the facility’s           

workers. “Air recyclers will be coming online for a few hours as emergency             

maintenance is performed on the air ducts, sorry for the inconvenience. 

“Well isn’t this simply the best day ever.” the girl scoffed as giant             

metal covers began partitioning the entire shaft. There was no way she’d            

make it there before the gates closed and sectioned her off from her only              

exit. “Lily, I need you to buy me some time.” 

“Hacking into the complex’s Network without a direct connection is          

going to give up your position. Proceed anyway?” The synthetic voice in            

her earpiece informed her. 

“I don’t care, do it!” Two beeps confirmed her order and in a matter              

of seconds the screeching sound of metal stopped as the frames stopped            

moving, just to be replaced immediately by the sound of sirens blaring. 

“Warning, security breach detected.” the facility’s speakers       

announced. 

“Well that does it, goob job, Lily.” She congratulated her virtual           

assistant. Quickening her climb she reached the small emergency hatch, her           

electric lockpick making short work of the security protocols. “Marika,          

I’m out! Where’s my Evac?” She calls on her commlink, opening the hatch. 

The emergency sounds get joined by the sound of people running           

everywhere as in a second of relief the cold night air filled her lungs.              

She was out of the facility, now to leave the perimeter. She doesn’t get              

much time to enjoy her freedom though as she hears the sound of weapons              

being drawn behind her. 

“Hands up!” She hears. 

Rolling out of the manhole with her trained reflexes, she manages to            

get close enough to the guards before they could react, knocking out the             

first immediately with a punch to the chin, and parrying the gun out of              

the second one’s hand before getting him out cold in a sleeper hold. “Poor              

fucks.” She thinks. 

Her attention is roused back violently by the sounds of gunshot and            

ripping tires. Hiding behind a wall she reaches fast for her earpiece,            

making quick judgement of the situation. Two hundred meters until the           



perimeter fence, her HUD told her. “Central! This is Katherine Rowan, I’m            

under fire, I need an Evac now!” 

“Radio jamming, in progress. Central command... Unreacheable.” Lily        

informs her. She’s on her own. 

She watches as the car approaches her and is about to make a run for               

it when she notices something is off. Initially she thought they were            

shooting at her, but on a closer observation it was the car taking fire.              

It coasts behind the wall, skidding to a stop behind the very temporary             

cover. “What the fuck are you doing?!” She hears a familiar voice from the              

car as the windows come down briefly. 

“Dick! What the hell are you doing here?” She yells, wide-eyed as she             

sees the face behind the wheel. 

“Evac-ing you! Now shut up and jump in!” No need to ask twice, she              

jumps on the back of the unmarked truck, pulling the cover over herself.             

Not missing a beat, the vehicle rushes off again, burning tires. They head             

directly away from the complex, breaking down the perimeter fences on the            

way out. 

“Patching through encrypted communication. It’s from Ops.” Her        

commlink came back to life just as they left the complex. “Karen!            

Katherine! Do you copy?! Is everything alright?!” 

“Shhh, It’s okay, Marika. We got out alright, we’re roughed up, but            

we’re fine.” She smirked, secretly happy with her operator-- no. Her           

friend’s concern. 

“Thank god.” Marika sighed in relief. “How did you two get out? Is             

Richard there?” 

“I copy you, Ops. I got Karen on the back of my truck. Central Command               

isn’t gonna be happy though. We’ll need a ride change soon too, this             

baby’s not gonna last for very long, I think we’re leaking some coolant.” 


